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Vaccination mandates are ever-changing. And for healthcare organizations  
like yours, meeting new and updated requirements may mean manually  
monitoring vaccination statuses for hundreds of individuals—including  
employees, contractors, students and volunteers. 

To be efficient and effective, you need a simpler way to monitor  
vaccine statuses; a solution that helps you stay in compliance.  

Fortunately, GHX is answering the call.

The Power of Digital Solutions & More Reporting 
Goodbye tedious, time-consuming data collection. With Vaccine Manager— 
a new solution from GHX—healthcare organizations get a single, digital source 
for managing vaccination status. Vaccine Manager helps solve business needs 
through easier access to data.

• Allows individuals to upload proof of vaccinations and exemptions

• Individuals get updates on their document verification status

• Health systems can view their program at-a-glance with status dashboards

• Detailed reports help prepare documentation for CMS surveys

Reduce Time Spent Monitoring & Reporting

ghx.com/vaccine-manager



The New Go-To Solution for Helping Organizations 
Comply with Vaccine Reporting Mandates
GHX Vendormate has been managing vaccine records for more than  
17 years. Leveraging the same tools, expertise and processes Vendormate  
has been optimizing for nearly two decades, Vaccine Manager helps healthcare 
organizations capture, review and report on vaccination information. 

It’s an easy, digital solution designed specifically for healthcare—from an  
industry leader in credentialing compliance management.

Manage Vaccination Collection & Reporting with Vaccine Manager 
Contact a GHX representative and request your demo today.
ghx.com/vaccine-manager

How It Works

Users will upload 
their vaccination 
documentation 
to be reviewed by 
GHX. The user can 
then track their  
verification status.

Health organizations track the progress of 
their vaccination program and can export 
detail reports through the dashboard.
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